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For every singular point on a manifold with conical singularities a trace can be
constructed on the ‘‘Cone Algebra with Asymptotics’’ introduced by B.-W. Schulze.
Each of them vanishes on operators supported in the interior and is therefore
different from the noncommutative residue established by Wodzicki. On the ideal
of operators with zero conormal symbol, however, we find another trace which
coincides with the noncommutative residue in the interior. All these traces are
shown to be essentially unique on a slightly extended version of the cone algebra.
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0. INTRODUCTION
In 1984, M. Wodzicki showed that on the quotient algebra 99 & of
all classical pseudodifferential operators on a closed compact manifold
modulo the ideal of smoothing elements there is a unique trace, which he
called the noncommutative residue.1
A trace on an algebra A here designates a linear map { : A  C with
{(AB)={(BA) for all A, B # A. Any multiple of a trace is a trace, and the
zero map trivially is a trace. In this sense Wodzicki’s noncommutative
residue is unique only up to multiplicative constants.
Already in 197879, Manin [10] and Adler [1] had found a one-dimen-
sional analog of the noncommutative residue in connection with their work
on algebraic aspects of Korteweg-de Vries type equations. In 1985, Guillemin
[7] independently discovered the noncommutative residue in connection
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with his ‘‘soft’’ proof of Weyl’s formula on the asymptotic distribution of
eigenvalues.
Nowadays the noncommutative residue plays an important role both in
mathematics and mathematical physics. A. Connes [2] proved in 1988 that
on pseudodifferential operators of order &n (n is the dimension of the
underlying manifold), the noncommutative residue coincides with Dixmier’s
trace Tr| , independent of the choice of the averaging procedure |, a fact
which made it particularly useful in Connes’ noncommutative geometry. In
mathematical physics, Wodzicki’s residue was used e.g., for the construction
of central extensions and in the theory of gravitation.
Also several extensions of Wodzicki’s result have been found. While it
can be shown that there is no nontrivial trace on the algebra of classical
pseudodifferential operators on a manifold with boundary, a unique
continuous trace was established on Boutet de Monvel’s algebra of pseudo-
differential boundary value problems modulo the smoothing elements by
Fedosov, Golse, Leichtnam, and the author [5, 6]. This trace extends
Wodzicki’s in the sense that both coincide on pseudodifferential operators
supported in the interior. V. Guillemin showed the existence of residue
traces for certain algebras of Fourier integral operators [8].
The present paper deals with manifolds having conical singularities. A
natural choice for an operator algebra to consider in this situation is the
‘‘Cone Algebra with Asymptotics’’ introduced by B.-W. Schulze, [18], see
also [14, 15]. Other choices, such as the calculi developed by Melrose
[11] or Plamenevskij [13] would most likely serve the same purpose.
The idea behind the cone calculus roughly is the following: Outside the
singular points, a manifold with conical singularities is a smooth manifold,
and one employs the standard pseudodifferential calculus. Near each
singularity, it has the structure of a cone whose cross-section, X, is a
smooth manifold. One blows up and works on the cylinder X_R+ using
Mellin operators with meromorphic Mellin symbols. Both calculi are com-
patible outside the conical points.
What about traces? For each conical singularity we find a trace on
the cone algebra. This trace is not induced by Wodzicki’s residue, for it
vanishes on all pseudodifferential operators which are supported in the
interior. On the other hand, the cone algebra has a natural ideal, namely
the operators with vanishing conormal symbol. On this ideal there is an
additional trace which coincides with (a suitable multiple of ) the noncom-
mutative residue.
In order to be able to establish uniqueness we introduce a slightly larger
algebra, generated by the cone algebra together with operators of multi-
plication by functions of the form tm where t is the geodesic distance to the
boundary and Re(m)0. We show that the above traces both exist and are
essentially unique on this ‘‘extended cone algebra.’’
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The paper starts with a review of the cone algebra and the definition of
the relevant extension. We next analyze the traces originating from the
conical points. In order to show that there are no other continuous traces
we work on X_R+ with a simplified algebra. There, one is led to the
additional trace on the ideal of operators with vanishing conormal symbol.
It is then shown that this trace coincides with Wodzicki’s residue in the
interior. Theorem 2.21 finally combines all results.
1. OPERATOR ALGEBRAS FOR MANIFOLDS WITH
CONICAL SINGULARITIES
Review of the Cone Algebra with Asymptotics
1.1. Basic notation. A manifold with conical singularities B of dimen-
sion n+1 is a topological second countable Hausdorff space with a finite
subset 7/B, the so-called ‘‘singularities,’’ such that B"7 is an (n+1)-
dimensional manifold and, for every v # 7, there is an open neighborhood
Uv of v, a compact manifold without boundary Xv of dimension n, and a
(maximal) system Fv {< of mappings with the following properties:
(1) For all . # Fv , the mapping . : Uv  Xv_[0, 1)Xv_[0] is a
homeomorphism with .(v)=Xv _[0]Xv_[0].
(2) Given .1 , .2 # Fv , the restriction .1.&12 : Xv_(0, 1)  Xv_
(0, 1) extends to a diffeomorphism Xv_(&1, 1)  Xv_(&1, 1).
(3) The charts . # Fv are compatible with the charts for the manifold
B"7: The restriction . : Uv"[v]  Xv_(0, 1) is a diffeomorphism.
In this article we also assume that B is compact and n1. By B we shall
denote the topological space constructed by replacing, for every singularity
v, the neighborhood Uv by Xv_[0, 1) via gluing with any one of the
diffeomorphisms .. B is a compact manifold with boundary; int B is its
interior.
The notation B and B will be kept fixed. For simplicity we assume that
there is only one singularity with cross-section X. Let X be endowed with
a Riemannian metric, write X 7=X_R+, and let X 7 carry the canonical
cylindrical metric. Near the singularity we shall employ geodesic coor-
dinates (x, t) with x # X, t # [0, 1).
We shall say that a function or distribution is supported close to the
boundary of B if it vanishes outside the part of B that is identified with
X_[0, 1).
1.2. Parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operators on Rn. Let
p= p(x, !, *) # C(Rn_Rn_R). We shall say that p is a parameter-
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dependent symbol of order + with parameter space R provided that, for all
multi-indices :, ;, #, the estimate
|D:! D
;
* D
#
x p(x, !, *)|C:, ;, #(!, *)
+&|:|&|;|
holds. The parameter-dependent pseudodifferential operator op p is the
family of operators [op p(*) : * # R] defined by
[op p(*) f ](x)=| eix!p(x, !, *) f (!) d !.
Here f # S(Rn), x # Rn, d !=(2?)&n d!, and f (!)= e&ix!f (x) dx is the
Fourier transform of f.
There clearly is asymptotic summation for parameter-dependent symbols.
A symbol p as above is called classical if it has an asymptotic expansion
into terms that are homogeneous of degree +& j in (!, *) for large |(!, *)|.
Throughout this paper we shall only deal with classical pseudodifferential
operators without indicating this in the notation; e.g., we shall not write the
subscript cl.
The notions of parameter-dependent symbols and operators extend to
the manifold case in the usual way: Given a smooth compact manifold X
we shall denote the space of all (classical) parameter-dependent pseudo-
differential operators of order + on X with parameter space R by L+(X ; R).
The residual class L&(X ; R)=+ L+(X ; R) consists of Schwartz functions
on R taking values in regularizing operators on X. All symbols will in
general take values in vector bundles.
1.3. The Mellin transform. For ; # R, 1; denotes the vertical line
[z # C : Re z=;]. The Mellin transform Mu of a complex-valued C 0 (R+)-
function u is given by
(Mu)(z)=|

0
tz&1u(t) dt, z # C. (1.1)
M is closely related to the Fourier transform and extends to an isomorphism
M : L2(R+)  L2(112). Formula (1.1) also makes sense for functions with
values in a Fre chet space E. The fact that Mu |112&#(z)=Mt  z(t
&#u)(z+#)
motivates the following definition of the weighted Mellin transform M# :
M#u(z)=Mt  z(t&#u)(z+#), u # C 0 (R+ , E).
For a Hilbert space E, the inverse of M# is given by
[M &1# h](t)=
1
2?i |112&# t
&zh(z) dz.
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1.4. Sobolev spaces and weighted Mellin Sobolev spaces. (a) Hs(0),
s # R, is the usual Sobolev space over a smooth compact manifold 0 with
or without boundary.
(b) For s # N and # # R, the space Hs, #(X 7) is the set of all
u # D$(X 7) such that tn2&#(t t)k Du(x, t) # L2(X 7) for all ks and all
differential operators D of order s&k on X. Here we use the canonical
cylindrical metric on X 7 for the definition of L2(X 7). Next we define
Hs, #(X 7) for s0 by interpolation, then for s0 by duality: Hs, #(X 7)=
[H&s, &#(X 7)]$ with respect to the pairing
(u, v)=
1
2?i |1(n+1)2 (Mu(z), Mv(z))L2(X ) dz.
The parameter # is usually referred to as the weight. Finally, H, #(X 7)=
s0 Hs, #(X 7) (this is equivalent to the standard definition, which relies
on parameter-elliptic pseudodifferential operators, cf. [17, Section 2.1.1,
Proposition 2]).
(c) The following relations hold: Hs, #(X 7)H sloc(X
7) ; Hs, #(X 7)=
t#Hs, 0(X 7) ; H0, 0(X 7)=t&n2L2(X7).
(d) Fix a smooth function | on B, equal to 1 close to the boundary
and supported close to the boundary. Given a distribution u # D$(int B)
write u=u1+u2 with u1=|u supported close to the boundary and u2=
(1&|) u supported away from the boundary. We shall say that
u # Hs, #(B), provided that u1 # Hs, #(X 7) and u2 # H s(B). By (c), the
definition is independent of the choice of |. This makes Hs, #(B) a Hilbert
space in a natural way. We have interpolation and duality as above. In
particular, H0, n2(B)=L2(B).
1.5. Mellin symbols and Mellin operators. Let + # Z, # # R. By L+(X ;
112&#) we shall denote the space L+(X ; R) under the canonical identification
112&# $R. Given f # C(R+_R+ , L+(X ; 112&#)) we shall write f =
f (t, t$, z), where z indicates the variable in 112&# . For t, t$, z fixed, f (t, t$, z)
is a pseudodifferential operator acting on sections of vector bundles over X.
We define the Mellin operator op#M f on C

0 (X
7)=C 0 (R+ , C
(X )) by
[op#M f ] u(t)=
1
2?i |112&# |

0
(tt$)&z f (t, t$, z) u(t$)
dt$
t$
dz. (1.2)
The function f is called a Mellin symbol for op#M f. The right hand side of
(1.2) is to be understood as an iterated integral. If f is independent of t$,
i.e., f # C(R+ , L+(X ; 112&#)), then (1.2) reduces to
[op#M( f ) u](t)=
1
2?i |112&# t
&zf (t, z)[M#u](z) dz. (1.3)
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It is easy to see that op#M f : C

0 (X
7)  C(X 7) is continuous. If
f # C(R + _R + , L+(X ; 112&#)), then there is a bounded extension
|1[op#M f ] |2 : H
s, #+n2(X 7)  Hs&+, #+n2(X 7) (1.4)
for every choice of s # R and |1 , |2 # C 0 (R +).
1.6. The idea of the cone calculus. The Cone Algebra with Asymptotics
was introduced primarily as a tool to understand the Fredholm theory of
differential operators on manifolds with conical singularities and to get
results on regularity and asymptotics of solutions to elliptic equations. The
operators in the cone algebra are Mellin operators near the boundary (with
special Mellin symbols carrying asymptotic information), while they are
standard pseudodifferential operators in the interior of B. They act on the
chain of Hilbert spaces Hs, #(B) introduced above as well as on subspaces
with asymptotics. The symbol spaces with asymptotics and the Mellin
Sobolev spaces with asymptotics we shall get to know below. Both for the
index information and for the asymptotics it is important to keep track of
the weight #.
Schulze introduced the notion C+(B, g) for the spaces of operators of
order + in the cone algebra. Here g is the so-called weight datum. It is a
triple, say (#, $, (&k, 0]), consisting of two reals and an interval. The first
real, #, gives the weight of the space the operator acts on; here this is
Hs, #(B) for suitable s (the regularity parameter s plays a minor role) or a
subspace with asymptotics. Similarly, the second real in g gives the weight
of the space into which the operator map. Finally k # N"[0] measures to
what extent one keeps track of asymptotics. The precise statement will be
clear after 1.7.
Convention. From now on we shall fix + # Z and # # R. The weight
datum we shall work with is g=(#+n2, #+n2, (&1, 0]), motivated by
(1.4).
1.7. Asymptotic types and Mellin Sobolev spaces with asymptotics. An
asymptotic type associated with the above weight datum g is a finite set
P=[( pj , mj , Cj) : j=1, ..., J], where the pj are complex numbers with
&12&#<Re pj<12&#, mj # N0 , and Cj is a finite-dimensional subspace
of C(X ). The number J may depend on P. We let ?C P=[ p1 , ..., pJ].
A Mellin asymptotic type is a sequence P=[( pj , mj , Lj) : j # Z], where
Re pj  \ as j  , mj # N0 , and Lj is a finite-dimensional subspace
of finite rank operators in L&(X ). We also write ?C P=[ pj : j # Z]. P
might be finite, even the empty set. In this last case one writes P=O.
Given an asymptotic type P=[( pj , mj , Cj) : j=1, ..., J] associated with
g and a real number s, we define the weighted Mellin Sobolev space with
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asymptotics, Hs, #+n2P (B) as the set of all u # H
s, #+n2(B) for which there
are functions cjk # Cj , j=1, ..., J, k=0, ..., mj , such that for a suitable (then
arbitrary) cut-off function |,
u& :
J
j=1
:
mj
k=0
cjk(x) t&pj lnkt|(t) # Hs, #+n2+1&=(B)
whenever =>0. In other words, we improve the weight by (almost) 1 by
subtracting a suitable linear combination of a special kind.
A cut-off function here and in the following is a function | in C 0 (R +)
with |(t)#1 for t near zero. When working on B, we shall tacitly assume
that | vanishes for t1, so that it may be considered as a function on the
part of B identified with X_[0, 1).
1.8. Meromorphic Mellin symbols. M +O(X ) is the space of all entire
L+(X )-valued functions h : C  L+(X ) for which the restrictions h |1; are
elements of L+(X ; 1;)$L+(X ; R), uniformly for ; in compact intervals. It
naturally carries a Fre chet topology.
Given a Mellin asymptotic type P, we let M +P(X ) denote the space of all
holomorphic functions h : C"?C P  L+(X ) with the following properties:
(i) In a neighborhood of pj # ?C P we can write
h(z)= :
mj
k=0
&jk(z& pj)&k&1+h0(z)
with suitable &jk # Lj and a function h0 which is holomorphic near pj .
(ii) For each interval [c1 , c2] we find elements &jk in Lj such that
h(;+i{)& :
[ j : Re pj # [c1, c2]]
:
mj
k=0
&jkMt  z(t&pj lnkt|(t))(;+i{) # L+(X ; R{),
uniformly for ; # [c1 , c2]. Here | is an arbitrary cut-off function.
As before we have a natural Fre chet topology. We call M &P (X )=
+ M +P(X ) the smoothing Mellin symbols with asymptotic type P. A basic
theorem, see e.g., [14, Theorem 4.1.8], says that
M+P(X )=M
+
O(X )+M
&
P (X )
as a non-direct sum of Fre chet spaces.
We call the elements of C(R +_R + , M +O(X )) holomorphic Mellin
symbols of order +, those of C(R + _R + , M +P(X )) meromorphic Mellin
symbols of order + with asymptotic type P. Recall that we agreed to use
classical symbols only, so that the above notation L+(X; R) or L+(X ) always
refers to classical pseudodifferential operators with or without parameter.
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1.9. The cone algebra with asymptotics. (a) CG(B, g) denotes the
space of all operators G : C 0 (int B)  D$(int B) which have continuous
extensions
G : H&k, #+n2(B)  H, #+n2Q1 (B)
and
G*: H&k, &#&n2(B)  H, &#&n2Q2 (B)
for arbitrary k # N and suitable asymptotic types Q1 and Q2 , associated
with g and independent of k. Here G* is the formal adjoint with respect to
the inner product of H0, 0(B) induced by the form in 1.4(b) and the L2
inner product in int B.
In fact it is sufficient to require these mapping properties for k=0;
continuity on the larger spaces can then be deduced. The operators in
CG(B, g) are called Green operators.
(b) CM+G(B, g) is the space of all operators A : C 0 (int B) 
D$(int B) that can be written
A=|1[op#Mh0] |2+G;
here h0 # M &P0 (X ) is a smoothing Mellin symbol for a Mellin asymptotic
type P0 satisfying ?CP0 & 112&#=<. Finally, |1 and |2 are cut-off
functions and G # CG(B, g).
The definition makes sense, since the difference induced by changing the
cut-off functions is easily seen to be a Green operator. These operators are
the smoothing Mellin operators.
(c) C+(B, g) is the collection of all operators A : C 0 (int B) 
D$(int B) that can be written in the form A=AM+P+R, where AM is a
Mellin operator supported close to the boundary, i.e., AM=|1[op#M h] |2
for a holomorphic Mellin symbol h of order + and suitable cut-off functions
|1 , |2; P is a pseudodifferential operator of order + supported away from
the boundary, i.e., there are functions .1 , .2 vanishing in a neighborhood
of the boundary of B with P=.1P.2 ; and R is an operator in
CM+G(B, g). The space C(B, g)=+ # Z C+(B, g) is called the cone algebra
with asymptotics. It is indeed an algebra, with ideals CG(B, g) and
CM+G(B, g), as the following theorem shows.
1.10. Theorem. (a) CG(B, g)/CM+G(B, g)/C+(B, g).
(b) For all +, +~ , the composition of operators induces maps
C+~ (B, g)_C+(B, g)  C +++~ (B, g).
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It has restrictions
C+~ (B, g)_CM+G(B, g)  CM+G(B, g),
CM+G(B, g)_C+(B, g)  CM+G(B, g),
C+~ (B, g)_CG(B, g)  CG(B, g),
and
CG(B, g)_C+(B, g)  CG(B, g).
We shall need the following results. As far as they are not provided,
proofs can be found in Schrohe 6 Schulze [15].
1.11. Theorem (Kernel cut-off). Let .,  # C 0 (R+) with (t)#1 near
t=1. For f # C(R + _R + , L+(X ; 112&#)) let
f1(t, t$, z)=M\  z[.(\) M &1#, ‘  \ f (t, t$, ‘)]
f2(t, t$, z)=M\  z[(1&(\)) M &1#, ‘  \ f (t, t$, ‘)].
Then f1 # C(R +_R + , M +O(X )), and f2 # C
(R + _R + , L&(X ; 112&#)).
If we additionally suppose that f # C(R + _R + , M +P(X )) for some
Mellin asymptotic type P with ?C P & 112&#=<, then f2 # C(R + _R + ,
M&P (X )).
1.12. Lemma. Let h # C(R + , M &P (X )), ? CP & 112&#=<. Then
|1[op#Mh] |2 # CM+G(B, g). In other words: t-dependent smoothing Mellin
symbols may be replaced by t-independent ones plus Green operators.
1.13. Proposition. (Asymptotic summation) Let +1 , +2 , ...  &,
+=max[+j]. Given a sequence of holomorphic Mellin symbols hj of order +j ,
there is a holomorphic Mellin symbol h of order + with htj=1 hj , i.e., for
every N # N there is a J # N such that h&Jj=1 hj is of order +&N.
1.14. Lemma. Let h be a meromorphic Mellin symbol and ; # C. Then
|1[op#Mh] t
;|2=t;|1[op#&Re;M T
&;h] |2 .
Here T&; is the translation operator: T&;(t, t$, z)=h(t, t$, z&;). If h is
holomorphic, this implies that
|1[op#Mh] t
;|2=t;|1[op#MT
&;h] |2 .
Proof. This is shown in [15, Lemma 3.1.10] except for the fact that
here ; may be complex. We repeat the simple proof: For u # C 0 (X
7),
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[op#Mh(t, t$, z)] t
;u(t)
=
1
2?i |112&# |

0
(tt$)&z h(t, t$, z) t$;u(t$) dt$t$ dz
=t;
1
2?i |112&# |

0
(tt$)&(z+;) h(t, t$, z) u(t$) dt$t$ dz
=t;
1
2?i |112&#+Re ; |

0
(tt$)&z T&;h(t, t$, z) u(t$) dt$t$ dz,
so the first assertion is obvious. In case h is holomorphic, Cauchy’s
theorem allows us to shift the contour of integration, and we obtain the
second statement. K
1.15. Lemma. Let Re ;0. For a (t, t$)-independent smoothing Mellin
symbol h # M &P (X ) we have
|1[op#Mh] t
;|2=t;|1[op#MT
&;h] |2+G
for a suitable G # CG(B, g), provided ?CP & 112&#=<=? CP & 112&#&Re ; .
Proof. The residue theorem in connection with the above lemma shows
that we pick up the residues of h between the two lines when shifting the
contour. In view of the factors |1 , |2 and the structure of the poles in
1.8(ii), these are easily seen to induce Green operators. For more details
see [14]. K
1.16 Remark. Let Re ;>0. Since ?C P is finite, Cauchy’s theorem
shows that t;[op#Mh]=t
;[op#0Mh] considered as operators on H
s, #+n2(B),
provided #&Re ;#0<# is close to #. For arbitrary #0 with #&Re ;
#0# and ?CP & 112&#0=< we pick up the residues between the lines
112&# and 112&#0 and have t
;[op#Mh]=t
;[op#0Mh]+G with suitable
G # CG(B, g). One can therefore change the weight # to a certain extent.
In the situation of Lemma 1.15 suppose that ?C P & 112&#&Re ; {<, so
that the lemma is not directly applicable.
Choose #0># with ? CP & 112&#0=< and #0&Re ;<#. Again,
Cauchy’s theorem shows that, for u # C 0 (X
7),
[op#Mh] u(t)=[op
#0
M h] u(t),
whenever #0 is sufficiently close to #. Moreover, by Lemma 1.14,
[op#M h] t
;u(t)=[op#0Mh] t
;u(t)=t;[op#0&Re ;M T
&;h] u(t), (1.5)
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the last operator being bounded on Hs, #+n2(B). With the above con-
sideration we then may replace the weight #0&Re ; by any other #1 with
#&Re ;#1#, provided ? CP & 112&#1&Re ;=< ; the error is an element
of CG(B, g).
1.17 Lemma. Let |1 and |2 be cut-off functions. For each (t, t$)-depen-
dent Mellin symbol h # C(R + _R + , M +O(X )) there is a Mellin symbol
g # C(R + , M +O(X )), depending on t only, with
|1[op#Mh] |2#|1[op#Mg] |2 mod CG(B, g).
An Extension of the Cone Algebra
It is the goal of this paper to establish traces on the cone algebra and to
show that they are unique. As it turns out, it seems impossible to establish
uniqueness on the cone algebra in its standard form. We therefore introduce
a slight extension of this algebra. On one hand it is so small that the traces
extend to it, on the other hand it is large enough to allow no others.
Technically, the choice is motivated by the fact that one wants the traces
to vanish on operators whose Mellin symbols are derivatives with respect
to z. These arise as commutators with multiplication by log t. An algebra
including log t as a multiplier, however, would become too large. Adding
the operators of multiplication by tm for Re m0 suffices and seems a
good compromise.
1.18 Definition. Fix a smooth nonnegative function t

on B, strictly
positive in the interior and coinciding with the geodesic distance t to the
boundary near B, i.e., for t<1. For arbitrary + # Z we let C+(B, g)+ be
the vector space generated by the operators A : C 0 (int B)  D$(int B) of
the form A=t

mB, where B # C+(B, g) and Re m0. Notice that multiplica-
tion by t

m is continuous on C 0 (int B), on D$(int B), as well as on all
spaces Hs, #+n2(B), so the composition of the operators makes sense.
Correspondingly let CM+G(B, g)+ denote the vector space generated by
the elements of CG(B, g) along with the operators of the form t
mop#mM hm ,
where Re m0, #&Re m#m#, and hm # M &Pm (X ) for some Mellin
asymptotic type Pm with ? CPm & 112&#m=<.
Next, the space C+(B, g)+0 consists of those elements A in C
+(B, g)+
that can be written A=t

=B with suitable =>0 and B # C+(B, g)+. It con-
tains the ideal CM+G(B, g)+0 of all operators t
=R with R # CM+G(B, g)+.
We let C(B, g)+=+ C+(B, g)+ and C(B, g)+0 =+ C
+(B, g)+0 . In the
classical cone algebra C(B, g)+0 corresponds to the ideal of operators with
vanishing conormal symbol.
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There is no need to define an extension of the ideal of Green operators,
because t

mG and Gt

m are elements of CG(B, g) whenever Re m0 and
G # CG(B, g).
1.19. Lemma. Let A # C+(B, g)+, G # CG(B, g). Then AG and GA both
are elements of CG(B, g).
Proof. This follows from the mapping properties of the operators in the
cone algebra and the continuity of multiplication by t

m on Hs, #+n2(B). K
1.20. Proposition. The composition of operators induces mappings
C+~ (B, g)+_C +(B, g)+  C+++~ (B, g)+,
C+~ (B, g)+_CM+G(B, g)+  CM+G(B, g)+,
CM+G(B, g)+_C +(B, g)+  CM+G(B, g)+,
C+~ (B, g)+_CG(B, g)  CG(B, g)
and
CG(B, g)_C+(B, g)+  CG(B, g),
+, +~ # Z. Moreover, C(B, g)+0 is an ideal in the sense that
C+~ (B, g)+0 _C
+(B, g)+  C+++~ (B, g)+0 ,
C+~ (B, g)+_C+(B, g)+0  C
+++~ (B, g)+0 .
Proof. The relations involving the Green operators were shown in the
previous lemma. In order to see the others, it is sufficient to prove the
following: For A # C+(B, g)+ and Re m0 there is a B # C+(B, g)+ with
At

m#t

mB mod CG(B, g); then everything will follow from Proposition
1.10. In order to establish that relation, we first note that it is trivially true
for pseudodifferential operators supported away from the boundary. For
holomorphic Mellin symbols we apply Lemma 1.14; for the smoothing
meromorphic Mellin symbols we rely on Lemma 1.15 together with
Remark 1.16. K
1.21. Lemma. Let f =m # C tmfm , where C is a finite subset of
[Re z0] and fm # C 0 (R +). Then the mapping
f [ f0(0)
is well-defined, i.e. independent of the representation of f.
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Here we understand the notation m # C as the summation over all
different elements of C. W.l.o.g. we assume 0 # C.
Proof. Suppose [gm : m # C] is a finite set of C 0 (R +)-functions with
0=m # C tmgm for all t # (0, 1). Since the functions tm have limit zero for
Re m>0 we may focus on the terms with Re m=0, say the set
[i+1 , ..., i+K]. By multiplying with ti= for suitable =>0 it is no restriction
to assume that |+1 |< } } } <|+K |. For j=1, 2, ..., we then also have
0=(tt) j Kk=1 t
i+kgk(t) on R+; here we have written gk instead of gi+k .
Hence
0= lim
t  0+
:
K
k=1
+ jkt
i+kgk(t).
Since |Kk=1 +
j
kt
i+kgk(t)||+K | j | gK(t)|&K&1k=1 |+k |
j | gk(t)| this will require
gK (0) to be zero provided j is sufficiently large. By iteration, all gk(0) are
zero. K
2. TRACES
A Trace on the Extended Cone Algebra
We shall change the notation slightly. Given a holomorphic Mellin sym-
bol h # C(R + , M +O(X )) we shall denote by h(t) the operator in M
+
O(X ).
This is a parameter-dependent classical pseudodifferential operator along
each line 1; in C. We write h(t)(x, !, ;+i{) for its local symbol.
2.1. Definition. By definition, each operator A # C+(B, g)+ is a finite
linear combination
A= :
m # C
|1 tm[op#M hm] |2+P+R, (2.1)
where C a finite subset of [z # C : Re z0], |1 , |2 are cut-off functions
near zero, hm # C(R + , M +O(X )) are holomorphic Mellin symbols, P is a
pseudodifferential operator of order +, supported away from the boundary,
and R # CM+G(B, g)+. As before, we understand m # C as the summation
over all different elements in C.
Considering only the sum m # C |1 tm[op#M hm] |2 , we may apply
Lemma 1.21 to see that h0(0) is well-defined as an element of M +O(X )
or, say, L+(X ; 10). By h0(0)&n&1 (x, !, i{), { # R, ! # Rn, denote the
homogeneous component of degree &n&1 of its complete local symbol in
a fixed coordinate neighborhood.
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Of course, the elements hm are not uniquely determined in the represen-
tation of A. Close to t=0, any other choice of Mellin symbols, however,
differs by a linear combination of elements of the form tm|1[op#Mh m] |2
with Re m0 and h m # M &O (X ). Since these have no terms of
homogeneity &n&1, the contribution to h0(0)&n&1 is not altered by either
one of these changes.
For n2 we introduce the (n&1)-form _! by
_!= :
n
j=1
(&1) j+1 !j d!1 7 } } } 7 d!j@ 7 } } } 7 d!n , ! # Rn.
The hat indicates that d!j is omitted. More on this form and its properties
in the Appendix.
As x varies over the above coordinate neighborhood we let S=
[! # Rn : |!|=1] be the unit sphere and define the n-form
resx(A)=|
S
|

&
Tr h0(0)&n&1 (x, !, i{) d{ _! dx1 7 } } } 7 dxn ,
where ‘‘Tr’’ denotes the (finite dimensional) trace on the symbol.
In case n=1 the integration over S is replaced by the sum of the values
in !=\1.
Let _!, {=(&1)n { d!1 7 } } } 7 d!n+_! 7 d{ be the n-form constructed
in analogy to the construction of _! . Then, by Eq. (3.3) of the Appendix,
resx A=(&1)n |
[ |!, {|=1]
Tr h0(0)&n&1 (x, !, i{) _!, { dx1 7 } } } 7 dxn .
Clearly, the integrand depends on the choice of coordinates, but we have
the following result:
2.2. Lemma. The mapping x [ resx(A) defines a density on X.
Proof. Since t is a global coordinate, any change of coordinates is of
the form (x, t) [ (/(x), t), where / is a change of coordinates on X. So the
lemma follows essentially just as in the standard case, cf. [6, Theorem 1.4].
For completeness here are the details: Under the above diffeomorphism,
the symbol h0(0) changes to a symbol g0(0) which is known to have the
asymptotic expansion
g0(0)( y, t/$( y) !, i{)t :
|:|0
:! h0(0)(/( y), !, i{) .:( y, !),
where each .:( y, !) is a polynomial in ! of degree |:|2 and .0=1.
Applying identity (3.2) and Lemma 3.2(b) of the Appendix,
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|
S
|

&
g0(0)&n&1 ( y, ’, i{) d{ _’
=|det /$( y)| |
S
|

&
g0(0)&n&1 ( y, t/$( y) !, i{) d{ _!
=|det /$( y)| :
|:| 0
|
S
|

&
[:! h0(0)(/( y), !, i{) .:( y, !)]&n&1 d{ _!
=|det /$( y)| |
S
|

&
h0(0)&n&1 (/( y), !, i{) d{ _! ,
which is precisely the change required for a density.
Note that terms of the form tmhm with m{0 produce terms that also
have a factor tm, so that they do not give contributions. K
Lemma 2.2 shows that the following definition makes sense.
2.3. Definition. For A # C+(B, g)+ written in the form of (2.1) let
res A=|
X
resxA=|
X
|
S
|

&
Tr h0(0)&n&1 (x, !, i{) d{ _! dx1 7 } } } 7 dxn .
We shall use the abbreviation dx=dx1 7 } } } 7 dxn . We may rewrite this
more intrinsically as the Wodzicki residue of the (&n)-homogeneous function
given by integration of the (&n&1)-homogeneous function h0(0)&n&1:
res A=W-res |

&
h0(0)&n&1 ( } , } , i{) d{
with Wodzicki’s residue W-res, see (3.7) in the Appendix.
2.4. Theorem. The functional res: C(B, g)+  C is a trace.
Proof. We have to show that res[A, B]=0 for all A, B # C(B, g)+.
Using a partition of unity on X and the linearity of ‘‘res,’’ it is no restriction
to assume that both are supported by a single coordinate neighborhood of
X and both have a single Mellin term,
A=|1tm[op#M g] |2 and B=|1 t
m~ [op#Mh] |2
with holomorphic Mellin symbols g, h. In local coordinates, the Mellin
symbol of AB has the asymptotic expansion
tm+m~ :

k=0
1
k !
k{ g(t)(x, !, i{&m~ )*(&tt)k h(t)(x, !, i{).
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Here * denotes the symbol composition with respect to x and !. A non-
vanishing contribution to the residue can only occur, if m~ =&m # iR, say
m=i&=&m~ . Moreover, only the terms with k=0 can influence the result
due to the powers of t in the above formula. We can therefore focus on the
terms
g(0)(x, !, i{+i&)*h(0)(x, !, i{).
Next we use the fact that, given a homogeneous function f on (Rn_C)"
[0], the asymptotic expansion into homogeneous terms for f (!, i{+i&) is
l=0 (i&)
ll !  lz f (!, i{). The term of homogeneity (&n&1) of the composi-
tion therefore is
:
(i&) l
: ! l !
 l{ 
:
!g(0) j (x, !, i{) D
:
xh(0)&n&1& j+l+|:| (x, !, i{),
where g(0)k , h(0)k denote the terms of homogeneity k in the asymptotic
expansions of g and h, respectively, and the sum extends over all (finitely
many) j, l, and : such that the elements of the homogeneity indicated by
the subscript exist. We may apply the corresponding consideration to BA
yielding
:
(&i&) l
: ! l !
 l{ 
:
!h(0)&n&1& j+l+|:| (x, !, i{) D
:
xg(0) j (x, !, i{).
Employing integration by parts,
res[A, B]
=|
X
|
S
|

&
Tr[ g(0)(x, !, i{+i&)*h(0)(x, !, i{)]&n&1
&Tr[h(0)(x, !, i{&i&)*g(0)(x, !, i{)]&n&1 d{ _! dx
=:
(i&)l
: ! l ! |X |S |

&
Tr[ l{
:
!g(0) j (x, !, i{) D
:
xh(0)&n&1& j+l+|:| (x, !, i{)
&:!h(0)&n&1& j+l+|:| (x, !, i{) 
l
{D
:
xg(0) j (x, !, i{)] d{ _! dx. (2.2)
For :=0, the difference vanishes after taking the trace ‘‘Tr.’’ The trace of
the expression for |:|>0 may be represented as a sum of derivatives
:
n
j=1
!j Aj+xj Bj ,
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where the Aj and Bj are bilinear expressions in derivatives of g and h. Both
Aj and Bj have compact support in a single coordinate neighborhood.
According to Lemma 3.2 of the Appendix,
|
S
|

&
!j Aj (x, !, {) d{ _!=|
S
!j |

&
Aj (x, !, {) d{ _!=0.
In view of the fact that Bj is supported in a single coordinate
neighborhood, also
|
X
|
S
|

&
xj Bj (x, !, {) d{ _! dx=|
X
xj {|S |

&
Bj (x, !, {) d{ _!= dx=0.
This yields the assertion. K
2.5. Example. Let 2 be the LaplaceBeltrami operator on a two-
dimensional manifold with a conical singularity, the cross-section being S1.
Close to the singularity, an easy computation shows that t22 has the
Mellin symbol g(t, x, !, z)=&c2 |!| 2+z2, where c measures the opening
angle of the cone, cf. e.g., [14, Example 1.2.5]. A parametrix A to t22
therefore has the Mellin symbol (&c2 |!| 2+z2)&1 modulo terms of lower
order. Hence
res A=&2 |
S1
|

&
(c2+{2)&1 d{ dx=&4?2c,
so the trace ‘‘res’’ is non-trivial and related to the geometric structure of the
cone.
Traces on the Cylinder Algebra
We shall now start with the preparations for the proof of the uniqueness
of the trace ‘‘res’’ on the extended cone algebra and the definition of a
second trace on the smaller ideal. In order to simplify the analysis, we shall
first work on the cylinder X 7=X_R+. We shall introduce the cylinder
algebra, consisting essentially of the elements of the extended cone algebra
that are supported close to the boundary B with a slightly modified class
of residual elements.
2.6. Definition. Given an asymptotic type P and ; # R, we let S;P(X
7)
denote the space of all smooth functions on X 7 that belong to H, ;P (X
7)
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for small t and to S(X 7) for large t. By C+(X 7, g)+ denote the algebra
of all operators A : C 0 (X
7)  D$(X 7) of the form
A=AM+M+G, (2.3)
where AM is a finite sum of operators of the form |1tm[op#Mhm] |2 with
cut-off functions |1 , |2 , Re m0, and hm # C(R + , M +O(X )); M is a
finite sum of operators of the form |1 tm[op#mM h m] |2 with cut-off functions
|1 , |2 , Re m0, h m # M &Pm (X ), #&Re m#m#, ?C Pm & 112&#m=< ;
and G induces continuous mappings
G : H0, #+n2(X 7)  S#+n2Q1 (X
7) (2.4)
and
G*: H0, &#&n2(X 7)  S&#&n2Q2 (X
7) (2.5)
with suitable asymptotic types Q1 and Q2 .
Here G* is the formal adjoint with respect to the pairing in 1.4(b). By
C+M+G(X
7, g)+ denote the subspace of all operators, where, in the nota-
tion of (2.3), AM=0, while CG(X 7, g) is the space of all operators with
properties (2.4) and (2.5). From (2.4) and (2.5) one may deduce the con-
tinuity of G : H&k, #+n2(X 7)  S#+n2Q1 (X
7) for all k # N, correspondingly
for G*.
We define C+(X 7, g)+0 as the subspace of C
+(X 7, g)+ consisting of all
operators of the form A=t=B with suitable =>0 and B # C+(X 7, g)+. By
CM+G(X 7, g)+0 denote the operators that can be written in the form t
=R
with =>0 and R # CM+G(X 7, g). Let C(X 7, g)+=+ C+(X 7, g)+ and
C(X 7, g)+0 =+ C
+(X 7, g)+0 .
Indeed, it follows as beforesee Proposition 1.20that C(X 7, g)+ is an
algebra. The spaces C(X 7, g)0 , CM+G(X 7, g)+, CM+G(X 7, g)+0 , and
CG(X 7, g) clearly form ideals.
With the same considerations we obtain the following theorem:
2.7. Theorem. The trace ‘‘res’’ also yields a trace on C(X 7, g)+. It
vanishes on CM+G(X 7, g)+ and on C(X 7, g)+0 .
On the subalgebra C(X 7, g)+0 we shall now establish another trace.
2.8. Definition. Write the operator A # C+(X 7, g)+0 in the form
A=m # C |1 tm[op#Mhm] |2+R with hm # C
(R + , M +O(X )), C a finite
subset of [Re m>0], R # CM+G(X 7, g)+0 , and cut-off functions |1 , |2
satisfying additionally |1 |2=|1 .
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For x in a coordinate neighborhood and t # R+ let h(t)=|1(t) m # C
tmhm(t). Here it is essential that |1|2=|1 . Now let
res0x, t A=|
S
|

&
Tr h(t)&n&1 (x, !, i{) d{ _! dx1 7 } } } dxn 7 dtt.
2.9. Lemma. We have
res0x, t A=(&1)
n |
[ |!, {|=1]
Tr h(t)&n&1 (x, !, i{) _!, { dx1 7 } } } dxn 7 dtt,
and res0x, tA is a density on X
7.
Proof. The asserted identity is equation (3.3) in the Appendix. The fact
that res0 is a density then follows as in Lemma 2.2. K
2.10. Definition. In the notation of Definition 2.8 let
res0 A=|

0
|
X
res0x, t A.
This makes sense, since all m have positive real parts.
2.11. Theorem. The functional res0 is a trace on C(X 7, g)+0 . It vanishes
on CM+G(X 7, g)+0 .
Proof. Obviously, this functional vanishes on CM+G(X 7, g)+0 . Let us
show that res0[A, B]=0. We make the same simplifications as in the proof
of Theorem 2.4 and use the notation A, B, g, h, m and m~ like there. The
Mellin symbol of the commutator [A, B] has the asymptotic expansion
:

k=0
1
k !
k{(t
mg(t)(x, !, i{))*(&tt)k (tm~ h(t)(x, !, i{)).
Again * denotes the symbol composition with respect to x and !. Using
the fact that
|

0
tt(tmf (t)) dtt=0
if f vanishes for large t, is smooth up to zero and Re m>0, we may treat
the derivatives { and tt in the same way as the derivatives ! and Dx , and
the argument is just as before. K
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Uniqueness on the Cylinder Algebra
We shall now show that there are no other traces. As a preparation we
need the following lemmata.
2.12. Lemma. Let h # M +O(X ). For =>0 let
f=(z)=
h(z+=)&h(z)
=
and g=(z)=
h(z+i=)&h(z)
i=
.
Then f=  z h and g=  zh in the topology of M +O(X ).
Proof. We have f=(z)=10 zh(z+s=) ds, g=(z)=
1
0 zh(z+is=) ds, so
that
f=(z)&zh(z)== |
1
0
|
1
0
2z h(z+ss$=) ds$s ds ;
g=(z)&zh(z)=i= |
1
0
|
1
0
2z h(z+iss$=) ds$s ds.
Since 2z h # A(C, L
+&2(X )) and 2z h | 1; # L
+&2(X ; 1;) uniformly for ;
in compact intervals, we clearly have 2z h( }+ss$=), 
2
z h( }+iss$=) #
L+&2(X ; 1;), uniformly for ;, s, s$, = in bounded intervals. Therefore, the
integrals 10 
1
0 
2
z h(z+ss$=) ds$s ds and 
1
0 
1
0 
2
z h(z+iss$=) ds$s ds furnish
elements in A(C, L+&2(X )), and the integrands are bounded with respect
to all symbol semi-norms on M +&2O (X ). So we obtain the assertion due to
the factor =. K
2.13. Lemma. Let T : C 0 (R
n)  C be a linear functional which vanishes
on all f # C 0 (R
n) that can be written as a derivative xj g for suitable
j # [1, ..., n] and g # C 0 (R
n). Then there is a c # C with
Tf =c | f (x) dx, f # C 0 (Rn).
Proof. The case n=1 is shown in Schwartz [19, Sect. II.4]. The general
case follows by induction. K
2.14. Lemma. Let m # C with Re m>0 be fixed, and let f (t)=tmf1(t)
with f1 # C 0 [0, 1). There is a function F of the form F(t)=t
mF1(t) with
F1 # C 0 [0, 1) and tt F= f if and only if 
1
0 f (s)s ds=0. Note that the
integral makes sense for Re m>0.
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Proof. There is precisely one function F which satisfies supp F[0, 1)
and tt F= f, namely
F(t)=|
t
1
f (s)s ds.
Let us show that t&mF # C 0 [0, 1) if and only if F(0)=0. Clearly the condi-
tion F(0)=0 is necessary. In order to see its sufficiency use integration by
parts: for fixed l,
F(t)=|
t
1
sm&1f1(s) ds
=m&1tmf1(t)+ } } } +(&1) l (m } } } (m+l ))&1 tm+lf (l)1 (t)
+(&1) l+1 (m } } } (m+l ))&l |
t
1
sm+lf (l+1)1 (s) ds. (2.6)
From the continuity of F, the fact that F(0)=0, and the smoothness of f1
we deduce that
|
0
1
sm+lf (l+1)1 (s) ds=0. (2.7)
Moreover, (2.6) gives a Taylor expansion of t&mF in t=0 with a remainder.
We conclude from (2.7) and de’l Hospital’s rule that
lim
t  0+
t1 s
m+lf (l+1)1 (s) ds
tm+l+1
=
f (l+1)1 (0)
m+l+1
.
Hence the error in (2.6) is O(tm+l+1). Since l was arbitrary, t&mF is
smooth on [0, 1). K
2.15. Proposition. Let F be the space of all functions f =m # C tmfm
with a finite subset C of [Re z0] and fm # C 0 [0, 1). By F
0 denote the
subspace of all those functions where C/[Re z>0].
(a) We may define a functional T0: F0  C by
T0 f =|
1
0
f (s)s ds.
It vanishes on all g # F0 for which there is a G # F0 with ttG= g. Any
functional F0  C with this property coincides with cT0 for suitable c # C.
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(b) We may define a functional T : F  C by
Tf = f0(0),
which vanishes on all g for which there is a G # F with ttG= g. Any func-
tional on F with this property coincides with cT for suitable c # C. Note that
T vanishes on F0.
Proof. (a) Let G # F0 and g=ttG. Then T0 g=G(1)&G(0)=0.
Now suppose T 0: F0  C is linear and has the desired property. Choose
. # C 0 (0, 1) with 
1
0 .(s)s ds=1. Write f # F
0 in the form f =m # C tmfm
with Re m>0 and suitable fm # C 0 [0, 1). By Lemma 2.14,
T 0 \tmfm&|
1
0
sm&1fm(s) ds .+=0.
Hence T 0 f =10 f (s)s dsT 0.=T 0 .T0 f.
(b) Clearly T has the stated property; suppose so does T . Choose
. # C 0 (0, 1) with 
1
0 .(s)s ds=1. Let f # F be of the the form f =
k
j=1
tmjfj+lj=1 t
i&jgj with fj , gj # C 0 [0, 1), Re mj>0, &j # R. Write
f = :
k
j=1 \t
mjfj&|
1
0
smj&1fj (s) ds .++ :
k
j=1
|
1
0
smj&1fj (s) ds .+ :
l
j=1
ti&jgj .
There is a 8 # C0 [0, 1) with tt 8=., so that T .=0. By Lemma 2.14
there exist functions Fj with t&mjFj # C 0 [0, 1) and ttFj=t
mjfj&
10 s
mj&1fj (s) ds .. Hence T f =T (lj=1 t
i&jgj). Next choose a cut-off function
| and write ti&jgj=ti&j+1(gj& gj (0) |)t+ti&jgj (0) |. As before, T vanishes
on the first term on the right hand side. For &j {0, it also vanishes on
the second: We have 0=T (tt[ti&j|])=i&jT (t i&j|)+T (ti&j+1 t|), and
T (ti&j+1 t |)=0, since t | # C 0 (0, 1). So T f = f0(0) T |, where f0 is the
coefficient of t0, and the proof is complete. K
2.16. Corollary. By G denote the space of all functions f = f (t, x)=
m # C tmfm(t, x) where fm # C 0 ([0, 1)_(&1, 1)
n) and C is a finite subset of
[Rez0]. By G0 denote the subspace of all f # G with Re m>0 for all m
involved.
(a) We can define a linear map T : G  C by
Tf =|
(&1, 1)n
f (0, x) dx.
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It vanishes on all functions f for which there is an F # G with ttF= f or an
Fj # G with xj Fj= f, 1 jn. Any other linear mapping G  C with this
property coincides with T up to a multiplicative constant.
(b) We have a linear map T : G0  C by
T0 f =|
1
0
|
(&1, 1)n
f (s, x)s ds dx.
It vanishes on all f for which there is an F # G0 with ttF= f or an Fj # G0
with xj Fj= f, 1 jn. Any other linear mapping with this property coin-
cides with T0 up to a multiplicative constant.
2.17. Theorem. Any continuous trace on C(X 7, g)+CM+G(X 7, g)+
coincides with ‘‘res’’ up to a constant.
Any continuous trace on C(X 7, g)+0 CM+G(X
7, g)+0 coincides with
‘‘res0’’ up to a constant.
The only continuity assumption we need here is that the convergence of
a sequence of Mellin symbols hj  h in C(R + , M +P(X )) entails the
convergence of the traces of the operators |1 tm[op#Mhj] |2 to the trace of
|1 tm[op#M h] |2 .
Proof. Let ‘‘tr’’ be such a trace, and let A # C+(X 7, g) be an operator
supported in a single coordinate neighborhood U for X, where U is
diffeomorphic to (&1, 1)n. Furthermore let A=|1 tm[op#Mh] |2+R
with suitable h # C(R + , M +O(X )), Re m0, R # CM+G(X
7, g)+, and let
|1 , |2 , |3 be cut-off functions with |1|2=|1 and |2 |3=|2 . It is no
restriction to assume that |1(t) h(t)=h(t). By Xj and Dj , j=1, ..., n, denote
the operators with the symbols g1(t)(x, !, z)=|3(t) xj and g2(t)(x, !, z)=
|3(t) !j , respectively, on U.
The commutator [Xj , A] has the Mellin symbol itm|1 !j h, while
[Dj , A] has the Mellin symbol &itm|1 xj h. Since ‘‘tr’’ vanishes on com-
mutators, it vanishes on all operators whose Mellin symbols are derivatives
with respect to some xj or !j , 1 jn. Similarly we have the operator
|3(t) tt with the Mellin symbol &|3(t) z ; the commutator [|3(t) tt , A]=
[tt , A] has the Mellin symbol tt[tmh(t)]. Hence ‘‘tr’’ also vanishes
on Mellin symbols that are totally characteristic derivatives with respect
to t.
Finally we let T= be the operator with the Mellin symbol |3(t) ti=, =>0.
Applying Lemma 1.14, the commutator [T= , A] then has the Mellin
symbol tm+i=h(t)(x, !, z)&tm+i=h(t)(x, !, z&i=). Since we may replace m
by m&i=, ‘‘tr’’ vanishes on all symbols of the form
tmh(t)(x, !, z)&tmh(t)(x, !, z&i=).
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The continuity assumption in connection with Lemma 2.12 implies that it
will also vanish on all Mellin symbols that are derivatives with respect
to z.
On C(X 7, g)+0 CM+G(X
7, g)+0 we may apply the corresponding argu-
ment with T = being the operator with the Mellin symbol |3(t) t=.
Next write h(t)t+j=& h(t) j , where h(t) j (x, !, i{) is homogeneous of
degree j in (!, {). Let
f (t, x)=
1
vol[ |!, {|=1] |[ |!, {|=1] h(t)&n&1 (x, !, i{) _!, { .
Using Theorem 1.11, we find a Mellin symbol r in M &n&1O (X ) with
r(x, !, i{)t |!, {|&n&1, x # U.
For each j{&n&1 we deduce from Lemma 3.2(a) in the Appendix that
h(t) j (x, !, z) can be written as a sum of derivatives
h(t) j (x, !, z)= :
n
k=1
!k gkj (t)(x, !, z)+z g0j (t)(x, !, z),
where glj is homogeneous of degree j+1 in (!, {), l=0, ..., n. Furthermore
we conclude from Lemma 3.2(b) that, for g(t)(x, !, z)= f (t, x) r(x, !, z),
tr(|1 tm[op#M (h& g)] |2)=0,
so that tr A=tr[|1[op#Mopx f (t, x) r(x, !, z)] |2]. This trace therefore
furnishes a functional on the spaces G and G0, respectively, introduced in
Corollary 2.16. We know the functionals on these spaces and conclude
thatup to a factor‘‘res’’ is the unique trace on C(B, g)+CM+G(B, g)+
while ‘‘res0 ’’ is the unique trace on C(B, g)+CM+G(B, g)+0 . K
The Manifold Case and an Extension of the Wodzicki Residue
2.18. Definition. By C(R + , L +(X ; R)) we denote the set of all
a # C(R+ , L+(X ; R)) for which there is a b # C(R + , L+(X ; R)) such
that
a(t, {)=b(t, t{).
We call these operator-valued symbols totally characteristic.
We recall the following result from SchroheSchulze [15, Section 2.4]:
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2.19 Mellin quantization. For h # C(R + , M +O(X )) there is a p # C

(R + , L +(X ; R)) with
op p#op#M h mod L
&(X 7). (2.8)
For the local symbols we have the asymptotic expansion
p(t)(x, !, {)t :

k=0
1
k!
kt$ D
k
{[h(t)(x, !, &iT(t, t$) {) T(t, t$)t$] | t$=t ,
where T(t, t$)=(t&t$)(ln t&ln t$). Note that T(t, t)=t.
2.20. Lemma. Let A # C+(X 7, g)+0 , and let p # C
(R + , L+(X )) be the
totally characteristic symbol associated with A modulo L&(X 7) according
to Theorem 2.19. Then
res0A=(&1)n |
X7
|
[ |!, {|=1]
Tr p(t)&n&1 (x, !, {) _!, { dx 7 dt
=(&1)n W-res p,
where W-res denotes the Wodzicki residue, cf. also the Appendix.
Proof. We know from 2.19 that
|
[ |!, {|=1]
Tr p(t)&n&1 (x, !, {) _!, { dx dt
=|
[ |!, {|=1]
Tr \ :

k=0
1
k !
kt$ D
k
{[h(t)(x, !, &iT(t, t$) {)
_T(t, t$)t$]| t$=t +&n&1 _!, { dx dt
=|
[ |!, {|=1]
Tr h(t)&n&1 (x, !, &it{) _!, { dx dt.
The last equality is a consequence of Lemma 3.2(b.iii) in the Appendix,
since we may rewrite the sum in the integrand in the form  Dl{ h(t)
(x, !, &it{) .l ({) with polynomials .l of degree l2. Now
W-res p=|

0
|
X
|
[ |!, {|=1]
Tr h(t)&n&1 (x, !, &it{) _!, { dx dt
=(&1)n |

0
|
X
|
[ |!|=1]
|

&
Tr h(t)&n&1 (x, !, &i{)t d{ _! dx dt
=(&1)n res0 A. K
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2.21. Theorem. The dimension of the space of continuous traces on
C(B, g)+CM+G(B, g)+ equals the number of conical points.
On C(B, g)+0 CM+G(B, g)
+
0 there is only one non-trivial continuous trace
(up to multiples). It extends the Wodzicki residue.
The only continuity assumption needed here is that of Theorem 2.17. Of
course, every point of B may be considered a (fictitious) conical point. We
understand (a) in the sense that we only count those points where C(B, g)
has the cone algebra structure.
Proof. Locally in the interior, we know from Theorem 3.3 in the
Appendix that the only traces are the multiples of Wodzicki’s residue. On
the other hand, each trace on C(B, g)+CM+G(B, g)+ yields a trace on the
cylinder algebra C(X 7, g)+CM+G(X 7, g)+. For operators supported by
compact sets in X_(0, 1) both have to agree. Using Theorem 2.17, this
shows that the only possible traces on C(B, g)+CM+G(B, g)+ are the mul-
tiples of ‘‘res.’’ For simplicity we had been working with one conical point;
the argument now shows that we may pick a constant for each of them.
In the case of C(B, g)+0 CM+G(B, g)
+
0 we know from Corollary 2.20
that the only possible choice on the cylinder, namely ‘‘res0 ’’, extends
Wodzicki’s residue and therefore is a trace on the full algebra C(B, g)+0 . K
3. APPENDIX
Homogeneous Functions
In this subsection let n2. We will collect a few results on homogeneous
functions. The proofs can be found in [6, Section 1]
3.1. Definition. On Rn define the (n&1) form _=_! by
_!= :
n
j=1
(&1) j+1 !j d!1 7 } } } 7 d!j@ 7 } } } 7 d!n .
The hat indicates that d!j is omitted. It is well-known that _ |[!=1] yields
the surface measure.
Given a function p which is homogeneous of degree &n on Rn"[0], we
conclude from Euler’s theorem that p_ is closed. Let S=[! # Rn : |!|=1]
be the unit sphere and D/Rn a smooth bounded domain containing the
origin, both oriented by the outer normal. Then
|
D
p_=|
S
p_, (3.1)
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since the form p_ is closed. Under a linear change of variables, g, we have
(g*_)!=det g_! and
|
S
p(’) _’=|det g| |
S
p(g!) _! . (3.2)
Equality (3.1) also holds for the cylinder [! # Rn : |!$|<1, !n # R].
Denoting by S$ and _$ the (n&2)-dimensional unit sphere and the corre-
sponding (n&2)-form we obtain from (3.1)
|
S
p_=|
S$ \|

&
p(!$, !n) d!n+ _$. (3.3)
The orientation of S$ is defined by this equality.
3.2. Lemma. (a) Let the function p be a derivative of a smooth
homogeneous function q of degree &(n&1) on Rn"[0], say p=!k q. Then
|
S
p_=0.
(b) Let p be a homogeneous function on Rn"[0]. Each of the following
conditions is sufficient for p to be a sum of derivatives:
(i) deg p{&n.
(ii) deg p=&n and S p_=0.
(iii) p=!: ;q where q is a homogeneous function and |;|>|:|.
Wodzicki ’s Residue
On a closed compact (connected) manifold X of dimension n2 con-
sider the algebra A=99&; here 9 denotes the algebra of all classical
pseudodifferential operators of integer order on X and 9& its ideal of
smoothing operators. Given an arbitrary local coordinate chart U, an
operator P # 9 of order m is defined up to a smoothing operator by its
‘‘symbol’’
p(x, !)t :

j=0
pm& j (x, !); (3.4)
this is an infinite formal sum of functions pk(x, !) on U_(R"[0]), which
are homogeneous in ! of degree k, k=m, m&1, ... .
The form dx1 7 dx2 7 } } } 7 dxn defines an orientation of U and
induces the orientation of Rn! given by d!1 7 d!2 7 } } } 7 d!n . For a
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pseudodifferential operator P # A with symbol p we define the (local)
density W-resx P, x # U, by
W-resx P=\|S Tr p&n(x, !) _! + dx1 7 dx2 7 } } } 7 dxn . (3.5)
The definition of the noncommutative residue and its essential properties
are given in the following theorem which goes back to Wodzicki.
3.3. Theorem. Expression (3.5) is a density on X independent of the local
representation of the symbol, and we may define the Wodzicki residue W-res
by
W-res P=|
X
W-resx P. (3.6)
For any P, Q # A we have W-res[P, Q]=0, so it is a trace.
Any trace defined on the algebra A coincides with the trace W-res up to
multiplication by a constant. This statement even holds locally, i.e., for the
elements with support in a single connected coordinate neighborhood.
There is a more intrinsic way to write this: Let \ be the radial vector
field and | the symplectic form on the cosphere bundle S*X. Then
W-res P=(&1)n(n&1)2 |
S*X
( p\x|nn !)0 . (3.7)
Here ( } )0 denotes the term of degree zero in the asymptotic expansion of
homogeneous forms, and x is the contraction of vector fields with forms.
For n=1 there is a (unique) analog of the noncommutative residue. The
proof is similar, but easier.
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